
I Love Cluj is a private initiative 
started in 2010 by a student who 
wanted to build a brand for the city 
he loved. 
The project promotes the inner 
beauty of Cluj and has developed 
succesful projects like: 
the facebook community with over 
150.000 fans
an online magazine ilovecluj.ro
a souvenirs shop.

   Get in touch with us at:  
 hello@ilovecluj.ro 
 Buy souvenirs and gifts from  
 our online shop 

 shop.ilovecluj.ro

For the best guide to food and 
drink, art and entertainment, travel, 
hotels, shopping, cool places and 
useful informations check out 
insidecluj.ro
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Tourist  
Info Office
Phone: 0264-452-244 
Mon - Fri:  8:30 - 18:00 
 8:30 - 20:00  April to October  
Weekends: 10:00 - 18:00

If you feel lost in Cluj-Napoca, 
remember this address:
EROILOR STREET  NO.6

Take a cab to the Tourist Info Center, 
and they will take care of your travel 
needs.

Good to know
Romania is ranked 5th in the world 
and 2nd in Europe in terms of 
internet speed and access. Almost 
anywhere you go you can ask for 
a password and you’re connected 
in notime to get detailed route 
instructions on your mobile. 
Even the local trams have wi-fi 
internet.

Getting 
around
WA L K I N G

Feel the heart beat of Cluj by 
walking and enjoy the fresh air of a 
pretty and noble city. History and 
youth beautifuly come together and 
will sparkle before your eyes.
B I C YC L E

If you like riding, you have to be 
aware that Cluj is a bike-rider 
challenger. The steep streets and 
tricky turns might make the greatest 
adventure of your trip. 
Romanian tourists can use ClujBike 
network with over 50 rental stations 
throughout the city.
http://clujbike.eu

L O C A L  T R A N S P O R T

 The local public transport company 
is CTP (also known as RATUC) with 
a good network all around the city. 
http://ctpcj.ro (english version)
If you want to act like a local, just 
take the 25th Bus line that crosses 
the entire city. It is a must and is 
also helpful for novice Cluj citizens.
TAXI

 Here are a few good local taxi 
companies you can use to move 
around quickly: Nova Taxi *9949 
and Clima Taxi 0264-943. 
UBER and GetPony car sharing are 
also available in Cluj. 
Get the apps!

Powered by:

Printed support by:

ilovecluj.ro

This map is a complementary map beside all you other city maps and travel 
guides about Cluj-Napoca. It’s not the official information, sometimes rather 
subjective, but it has been compiled by a group of people who live here and 
love this beautiful city. It aims to give you the alternative information, the 
insider’s tips and a young mind’s perspective on the life in Cluj-Napoca.
The map has outlined a few theme city “routes”, off the beaten tourist 
tracks, that aim to reveal essential parts of its soul. You’ll also find interesting 
locations around the routes to get a complete taste of Cluj. 
This is a long-term project and we want to improve this map with the help 
of local community and tourists. If you have any suggestion that that could 
improve the map, enter and send your feedback on  
www.ilovecluj.ro/feedback
Written, designed and organized by:  
Alexandra Crăciun, Andrei Mutu & Vlad Sulea. 
With contributions from: Dan Clinci, Bogdan Stanciu, Traian Almășan, Florin 
Badita, Mihaela Miron, Open street map.
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ROUTE 1

LIFE IN THE 
COMMUNIST 
PARADISE
Starting with the ‘50s, the city enters the 
communist era that will leave a huge mark on 
it until ‘89. 

With the changing mentality of the communist 
bourgeoisie, the city changes its appearance. 
Austere comfort conditions, Cartesian urbanism 
and simple aesthetics, bordering on poverty 
looks by the end of the period, are the main 
characteristics of communist era in Cluj. 

Life (housing, work, leisure) became simple and 
gray. Specific modern socialist architectural 
elements and styles were adopted, typical 
to entire Eastern Europe. However, among 
bedroom-neighborhoods and huge industrial 
conglomerates, remarkable monuments found 
their place! 

This is why relics of the ancient communist era 
in Cluj can be seen everywhere, being scattered 
all over the city. From outskirts working-class 
neighborhoods, to important buildings from 
the central area, to industrial mammoths, 
abandoned factories or disrepaired structures 
recently turned into squats and art galleries, the 
Communist era has a well-defined page in the 
city’s history.

1 MEHEDINŢI STREET

On this street live nearly 10,000 people. 
It is the most crowded street in Cluj 
Napoca. The massive industrialization 
process of the communist era led to the 
labour migration to the city and so to 
the unexpectedly quick occupation of 
this district. Observe the huge blocks 
around, the structure and how tucked all 
together the apartments are.

2 TRAM TRAVEL

Now it’s time to take the 101/102 tram 
at Parâng Station. This trip is going to 
be a unique insight into the everyday 
life of workers who lived in Mănăștur 
Neighbourhood and used to work on 
the other side of the city, in the factories 
from the industrialized area of Cluj.

3 NAPOCA HOTEL 

Aurel Buzuloiu’s architectural creation 
of the early ‘70s, the hotel keeps in its 
structure and design the volumetric 
simplicity of a modernist building, 
altogether with elements of a specific 
Romanian architectural language. 
Vertical edges of the main body are 
flared at the base, suggesting the 
traditional roof from Apuseni region. 
Also, the concrete beams are kept as 
a structural reminder of traditional 
architecture. The building has lost much 
due to the reckless transformations of 
the 2000s.
4 BELVEDERE HOTEL 

The same architect, Aurel Buzuloiu 
proposed on a very valuable site (top 
of “Cetăţuie”), another impressive 
hotel. To avoid a possible aggression 

of the building in relation to the value 
of the landscape’s natural promontory, 
that the architect decides to overtake 
the conical profile of the building by 
successively withdrawing the floors. In 
order to evade as much as possible the 
structure’s volume, the key solution was 
to underline the balconies horizontal 
layers, which alternate with withdrawn 
areas. The location on the top of the 
Fortress Hill makes it a famous place for 
sightseeing in Cluj, so make sure you 
get to see it by sunset.
To get to the next landmark, you should get off 
the tram at Baritiu Station.

5 TELEPHONE PALACE - 
“PENTACONTA” CENTRAL

Designed by architect Vasile Mitrea, 
this building is one iconic symbol of 
Cluj and also of the european “Brutalist” 
modernist architectural style (exposed 
concrete). Built between ‘64 and ‘68, 
the building manages to integrate 
precise volumes, specific to the ‘60s, 
but to also keep a respectful discretion 
for the surrounding urban fabric, being 
located in the core of the first medieval 
perimeter of the city.

6 ACADEMIC LIBRARY 
(BIBLIOTECA ACADEMIEI)

Designed at the end of the 8th 
decade by architect Radu Spanu, the 
building presents an almost visionary 
simplicity, somehow anticipating 
2000s minimalism. The edifice is 
actually a parallelepiped, that presents 
no volumetric artifice. Its facade is 
very interesting, wrapping the entire 
structure in concrete elements. 

Although apparently disharmonic with 
the surrounding urban fabric, at a closer 
look, its facades rhythm becomes quite 
melodious.

7 VĂRZĂRIA

An old communist restaurant, first 
opened up for public more than 40 
years ago. We encourage you to try the 
traditional ”varză a la Cluj” (cabbage a 
la Cluj).
To get to the next landmark, gen back on the 
tram at Baritiu Station.

8 LABOUR BOULEVARD 
(BULEVARDUL MUNCII)

The main street of the industrial part 
of the city where old factories and mills 
used to be. 23 The Heavy Equipment 
Plant (CUG) was founded in 1970  along 
with a modern production units for 
power equipment and it covered 70,400 
square metres and over 8,000 people 
used to work in this area in the 80’s. 
Today, the massive grumpy warehouses 
illustrate exactly how the communist era 
used to be: large enough to intimidate, 
but ineffective for a sustainable 
economy. Walk carefully among the old 
buildings and factories and have a true 
sense of communist history.
To get to the next landmark, you should get off 
the tram at CUG Station and walk through the 
industrial platform. 

9 EXPO TRANSILVANIA 
EXHIBITION PAVILION

One of the most revolutionary 
engineering solutions from this entire 
communist era, the Exhibition Pavilion’ 
dome is covered in sheets consisting of a 

concrete shell of only a few centimetres 
thick, supported in just several points by 
arborescent pillars. This structure allows 
a perfect illumination of the entire space, 
surrounded by a fully glazed facade. The 
technical solution designed by engineer 
Mihăilescu is a technical masterpiece.
To get to the next landmark, you can take bus 
no.4 and get off at The Office Station, then walk 
for 15 min.

10 PAINTBRUSH FACTORY 
(FABRICA DE PENSULE)

A space of creation and dissemination 
of contemporary art, which was born 
in early 2009. The center is located in 
the former factory of brushes, formerly 
known in the communist era as the 
top producers of paint brushes in the 
country.

ROUTE 1

EXTRA TIPS
The Modernist-Socialist urbanism, inspired by Le 
Corbusier’s “Cartesian City” manifesto, proposed 
residential development consisting of collective 
bunk houses, arranged according to rigorously 
planed compositions. These structures where 
built around some facility centers (food services, 
trade, post, health center, schools, kindergarten’s 
playgrounds, small parks, etc.) and linked one to 
another by a network of alleys and streets. People 
stayed and slept overnight in these assemblies 
(district bedrooms) and left in the morning on the 
huge industrial sites where they worked. This is 
how the city’s functions were separated and Cluj 
became an enormous living machine.

LIVING / SLEEPING

CLUJ NEIGHBORHOODS
11 GRIGORESCU

The Donath Street – 1 December 1918 
area, the ‘60s;
12 GHEORGHENI

Micro I, II, III, IV, the ‘60s – ‘70s;
13 MĂNĂȘTUR

the ‘70s – ‘80s;
14 MĂRĂȘTI & 15 ZORILOR

the ‘80s – ‘90s.

SERVICES: EAT, BUY, REPAIR
16 MERCUR ALIMENTARY 

COMPLEX

Gheorgheni, the ‘60s;
Built along with Gheorgheni 
Neighborhood, the complex is located 
on the highest share of a slope which 
offers the structures monumentality. 
The clean and simple composition, 
focused on horizontality is very cleverly 
highlighted by a canopy that draws a 
zigzag line on the entire length of the 
first levels’ bridge. A masterpiece of 
modernist manifesto’s functionality and 
purity. In the neighborhood, there are 
several such complexes such as Hermes 
or Diana (named after roman Gods).
17 FORTUNA COMPLEX

Grigorescu, the ‘70s.
18 BIG COMPLEX

Mănăştur, the ‘80s. 

19 MĂRĂȘTI BUTTERY

Located on Fabricii de zahăr street in the 
premises of several student halls, the 
buttery is frequented daily by more than 
500 students. It’s a fresh and cheap 
choice if you’re short on money.
20 PLĂCINTĂ MĂNĂȘTUREANĂ

A traditional pie you can find in many 
pastry kiosks in the centre. We loved 
most the one at Minerva Bus Stop.
21 PALANEŢ

Another traditional pie you can find all 
over the city and we suggest you to try 
the cabbage version. Hmmm, delicious!

SERVICES: WORK
22 1 MAI SQUARE PLATFORM 

Clujana, Unirea, Carbochim factories
23 OAȘULUI PLATFORM

CUG, Termorom factories
 
SERVICES: EDUCATION
24 HAȘDEU CAMPUS
25 OBSERVATOR CAMPUS
26 FACULTY OF MECHANICS

Oașului Street.

SERVICES:  
FUN & ENTERTAINMENT
27 STUDENT’S HOUSE OF 
CULTURE

It reveals itself as an architectural and 
cultural vestige of the 50’s. It represents 

an undeniable stage in our cultural 
history, built to fulfill the increasing 
needs of students to have their own 
cultural place.

28 MIHAI VITEAZUL SQUARE 
& REPUBLICA CINEMA

The third central square of Cluj Napoca. 
In the midst of it is a small park with the 
impressive equestrian statue of Mihai 
Viteazu, a fountain and a huge block 
built in the years of socialism, the first 
floor of which is Cinema Piersic (former 
Republica), a landmark of Cluj. It’s the 
largest cinema hall, where nowadays, 
the most prestigious cultural festivals 
such as TIFF take place every year.

29 RADIO HOUSE

Slightly off the route, a monument 
of modernist architecture, The Radio 
House was built in the 7th decade, 
being designed to accommodate 
the main body of the ideological 
propaganda: radio and television. 
Nicely located on Donath street, with a 
perimeter area covered by vegetation, 
the building offers a great perspective 
over the core street of Grigorescu 
neighborhood. It has a beautiful hall 
located right in the center of the 
building, whose volume can be sincerely 
read on its facade, which is surrounded 
by technical staff. The glazed ground 
floor offers a special feature to the 
entire volume.
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is an urban palimpsest, focused on 
several architectural storeys - the 18th 
century’s baroque, continuing with the 
impressive building of the 19th century, 
that is the Babeș Boyai University. The 
novelty of the building consists in the 
yellow vitrified build-up brick, specific 
to Transylvania, which, in the eastern 
part of the construction presents a 
lot of inscriptions for the late 1800 up 
until present days; these messages are 
particularly important in archaeological 
terms, confiding epigraphic value to the 
city’s history. In other words, all ethnical 
barriers disappear: we find messages 
signed by the Romanians, Hungarians, 
Germans, Russians etc.
34  UN IVERS ITARIAN’S 
HOUSE

Built in 1932 on the site of the former 
National Theater, this building is a perfect 
example of Modernist architecture with 
Cubist influences easily noticeable. 
The lack of ornamentation, replaced by 
large flat surfaces offer a monumental 
perspective to the building. From a plane 
perspective, the square’s triangular shape 
is enhanced by the great tower - building, 
with a purely aesthetic value, that might 
present a reference to the well-known 
Campanile of San Marco from Venice. 
Near the building, you can admire the 
statuary group of Transylvanian School of 
Cluj, belonging to Romulus Ladea, from 
the mid 70s.
35  OLD  AND NEW

As you leave the Universitarian’s 
House behind, you’ll head towards the 
Reformed Church, that can already be 

seen at the end of the street. But there 
still are a few centuries to be crossed 
until your footsteps will lead you in the 
cathedral’s area. On the right side of 
the street, modern buildings, dating 
from the Modern-Brutalist period of the 
‘70-’80s, contrast with the left side’s 
noble baroque palaces from the early 
18th century, respectively, Racoviţă 
Highschool’s building, from the 19th 
century. Near the Reformed Church, 
we can admire the Calvinist College, a 
superb baroque styled building, with its 
sports hall built in a neo classic style.
36  THE  STATUE  OF  SAINT 
GE ORGE

The statue of Saint George represented 
while killing the dragon, is a copy of the 
Statue of Saint George from Prague, the 
original being made by Cluj’s craftsmen, 
Martin and George, in the late Middle 
Ages. The copy was made in 1904 by 
restorer Kálmán Lux, initially located 
in Lucian Blaga Square, in front of the 
University Library. The statue illustrates 
the sculptors perfect visionary 
perspective, predicting the Renaissance 
that would take hold on Europe. The 
decorative perfectly realistic details, 
the horse’s organicity and the balance 
of this exquisite triangular composition, 
altogether with the angelic appearance 
of St. George who presents small 
Byzantium Gothic elements, transform 
this statue into a true masterpiece.
37  REFORMED CHURCH

The Reformed Church of the Wolves 
Street, one of the most valuable Gothic 
buildings in Transylvania, built in the 

late 15th century, it is a medieval castle 
seen as a puritan building. Nowadays, 
its appearance is due to several 
restorations that show the original 
masonry, made of huge stones arranged 
asymmetrically; that is why the building 
reflects the features of late Gothic style.
38  THE  TAILORS  BAST ION

The Bastion is one of the few fortified 
towers which used to be part of the Old 
City of Cluj and has been preserved 
intact until today. It was founded by 
the Tailors guild, each of the medieval 
city’s towers being financed by another 
guild. Here, there were kept grains and 
ammunition, necessary in battle, even 
though, strangely, the city resisted 
enemies without an impressive garrison. 
The fortress wall survived until the 19th 
century, the city already being extended 
far behind the wall. Currently, many 
portions of the wall can be found in 
various yards from Mihail Kogălniceanu 
Street.
While visiting the Wolves Street 
(Kogălniceanu), a true living museum 
where the authentic charm of different 
architectural styles combined with 
the street’s serenity, turn it into a true 
tourist attraction, you’ll invariably get to 
its closing point – The Tailors Bastion. 
But, this fascinating journey back in 
time, transgressing centuries of Cluj’s 
history may be prolonged, as long as the 
time allows you to do so :)

ROU TE  2

EXTRA  
TIPS
39  NAT IONAL  THEATRE  & 
AV RAM  IANCU SQ UARE

5 minutes walk
40  UN ION SQUARE

10 minutes walk
41  THE  M USEUM SQ UARE 

10 minutes walk
42  HAJONGARD C EMETERY

15 minutes walk

43  CABINET DE VIN&COCOTTE

Jazzy vibes, French cuisine and wine go 
together perfectly in a restaurant that 
make your senses go delirious.
44  VIA

Located in the historical area of Cluj-
Napoca, near the defending wall, it’s an 
impressive and refined place to dine.
45  BARACCA

Etiquette and class are part of the 
atmosphere of the stylish restaurant 
located on Napoca Street.
46  BUJOLE

Feel the vibe of the city center in an 
ambiance of great food and warm 
design.

47  À LA  TA RT E

French quiche and delicious tarts are on 
the menu. 
48  S O U P E R

We’ve learned that listening to our 
moms is the secret to a peaceful life 
and our moms said we must eat at 
least a soup a day. So be it! Cheap and 
delicious soups to go and a really nice 
staff. A must! 
49  PAN E MA R

A bakery that encompasses the 
warm hospitality and healthy food of 
Transylvania.
50  CHA RLI E

A good night begins with a well-served 
cocktail.
51  ROOTS

Origin coffee served by the most 
friendly personnel will make you feel 
special.  

52  BOOKSTORY

Independent local bookstore where you 
can find I Love Cluj souvenirs, books and 
a great variety of gifts.
53  T H E  MIRROR ST RE ET

Look carefully around at the beginning 
of Iuliu Maniu street, you'll see the two 
opposite neobarock buildings mirroring 
each other in total simetry.  
It's a good time to take out your camera, 
especially if you catch the sun beaming 
over the top. 
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ROUTE  2

CLUJ IN 15 
MINUTES
For those of you who have a limited time to 
spend in the heart of the city, but still want to 
achieve a unique travel experience, there’s an 
absolutely special street, one of the oldest in the 
city, which dates back to medieval times. 

Formally known as Farkas Utca, a touristic 
attraction itself, populated by schools buildings, 
an impressive cathedral and the Babeș Bolyai 
University’s headquarters, the street was and 
still remains the core of Cluj’s spiritual and 
educational life. 

Strolling along the street, feel free to admire 
the masterpieces of Baroque architecture, 
representative monuments from the 
19th century or modernist architecture’s 
masterpieces. The whole perspective will open in 
front of your curious eyes, as you walk towards 
the end of the street (starting from University 
Street). 

Soon, the Reformed Church building, dating 
from the mid 1400s will beautifully reveal itself, 
making you forget that 15 minutes of time-travel 
in Cluj have already passed...

30  ST EPH EN BÁT HORY ’S 
STATUE

The only statue of Stephen Báthory that 
can be found in Cluj is almost hidden 
from curious glances. It is located in 
the courtyard of a small building, the 
Jesuit high school that bears Stephen’s 
name, Báthory, on University Street. 

An emblematic figure of the city’s 
history, Stephen is the one who brought  
university education in Cluj for the first 
time in 1581, just 40 years after the 
founding of the Jesuit Order in Europe.
31  THE  UNIVERS ITY  CENTER 

OF  CLUJ

Although the area is not preserved 
as it deserves (you might be lucky 
during festive days, when the traffic is 
blocked and the central area becomes 
pedestrian), the intersection of 
University and Kogălniceanu Streets 
represents the point where, more than 
600 years ago, the university area of 
Cluj began to develop, around an old 
Franciscan church.
32  CONVICTUS  NOBIL IUM

Once established in Cluj, the Jesuits 
quickly became a symbol of education. 
The Jesuit College or The Piarists House 
from Cluj, is a historic building located 
at nr. 7th of University Street, right 
across the first university from Cluj 
(currently the building of Babeș Boyai 
University). “Convictus Nobilium” is 
built in a pure baroque style, grouped 
around a rectangular courtyard; on the 
building’s facade remains even today 
the Jesuits logo “I (esus) H (ominum) S 
(alvator)” (IHS), which is placed under the 
inscription “CON (Victus) NOB (ilium) “.
33  BABEȘ -BOLYAI 
UNIVERS ITY  BUILDING

Before arriving in front of the 1872’s 
building that replaces the old Jesuit 
College, you’ll notice that you are in the 
heart of a great architectural core of 
Cluj: this portion of Kogălniceanu Street 

ROUTE  3

YOUNG 
CLUJ
Being an eclectic city in terms of leisure 
options, Cluj offers youngsters a large variety 
of activities, attractions and dynamic ways in 
which they can discover another side of the 
city, a young, friendly, modern and playful one. 
Along with pub-crawls, wild parties, cultural 
activities or urban sightseeing, Cluj offers its 
young visitors the chance to relax, disconnect 
and practice some sports around Babeș Park or 
Roses Park!

54  EL IZA BET H BR ID GE 

Cluj has its very own “Pont Neuf”, 
considered to be the lovers favorite 
spot back in the days. Built shortly 
after 1900, Elizabeth Bridge was the 
place where single ladies, determined 
to marry quickly, waited every Sunday 
for soldiers on leave, hoping that Prince 
Charming will save them from the 
ostracized status of “not being married”. 
Nowadays, you can cross the bridge and 
enter directly in the city’s Central Park.
55  THE  CASIN O PALACE AND 
CENTRAL  PA R K 

The eclectic Viennese inspired Casino, 
located in Central Park “Simion 
Barnutiu” is today the host of many 
cultural and artistic events in Cluj. Built 
in 1897 by Lajos Pakei in order to host 
the casino in Cluj, it functioned also 
as an Ethnographic Museum and as a 
School of Fine Arts. The park, on the 

other hand, was built in the beginning 
of the 19th century, it held a music 
pavilion, as well as a Summer Theatre, 
with a section of cinema, known as the 
building of Hungarian State Theatre.
56  C H IOS  LAKE

The lake was created in 1871, in 
concordance with the design plans of 
architect Anton Kagerbauer, but only 
20 years later, in 1891, the water supply 
got functional. Whithin the next years, 
up to 1897, a complex of structures 
was built around the lake - the flag rink, 
where people could skate inside the 
building (currently “Chios” restaurant), 
the music pavilion, the fountain and 
the Casino Palace. The last three form 
an assembly disposed along an axis, 
inspired by Sanssouci’s famous Prussian 
mansions from Potsdam.   
57  FREE  WA LL

Wanna learn how to climb like a pro? 
In order to do that, you don’t even have 
to leave the city! The artificial climbing 
structure from Free Wall (located 
behind the Ursus brewery) has an area 
of 200 square meters, a height from 4 
to 10 m, the panel being now equipped 
with 1500 outlets and mattresses at the 
base. Equipped with climbing ropes, the 
many surfaces of the panel have varied 
inclinations, but you can mostly find 
over-hanged portions.

58  CLUJ  AR ENA & 
MULT IFUNCTIONAL  SPORTS 
HALL

The main places where concerts, 
national and international sporting 
events take place in Cluj, a modern 
architectural complex considered to be 
the center of sports and entertainment. 
Inside Cluj Arena there’s a gym, offering 
a large variety of physical activities: step 
aerobic, Zumba, fitness-bodybuilding, 
Tae Bo, Body Kombat etc.
59  WALK ING ON THE  SHORE 
OF  S OMEȘ  R IVER

After a hard workout sessions, how 
about a long, relaxing walk along Someș 
River? You can start your trail from right 
across Cluj Arena, and follow the left 
course of the river. On your way, cross 
Garibaldi Bridge, and enjoy the nice 
view over Grigorescu neighborhood 
while you slowly approach “Horia 
Demian” Sports Hall with its Olympic 
pool. Just in time for a quick swim!
60  “ IUL IU  HAŢ IEGANU”  
SP ORTS  PARK

Founded between 1930-1932 by the 
eminent scientist, educator and sports 
lover, prof. dr. Iuliu Haţieganu, rector of 
the University of Cluj, this park is one 
of the largest in Cluj, covering an area 
of   25 ha, offering young people, not 
only students, the chance to practice 
sports or simply take a walk in a green 
urban area. The initial draft of the 
Park received the bronze medal at the 
“Architecture Exhibition” from the 1936 
Olympic Games in Berlin. From the 
surface of 25 ha, about 2/3 are green 
areas with paths, lawns and folded 
areas planted with flowers, trees and 
shrubs surfaces. Sports games room, 
aerobics room, athletics hall, a gym, 
massage room, running track covered 
with synthetic material, two football 
fields with grass and clay, one rugby 
field, one mini-football field with 
artificial surface and night shift, 11 clay 
tennis courts, 2 tennis courts with 
bitumen and a platform with bitumen 
(for handball, basketball, mini-football) 
are today the park’s key attractions.
61  SKATEPARK ROZELOR

Perhaps you’re not really into traditional 
sports and you prefer the harsh 
adrenaline of skating, biking or roller 
skating. Good news is, Cluj has the 
perfect spot for your needs: Skatepark 
Rozelor. Not far from “Iuliu Haţieganu” 
Sports Park, the skatepark is located 
in Grigorescu neighbourhood, near 
Someș river, being the best place to be 
for skateboarders, offering numerous 
artificial runways, ramps and safety 
features.
62  WINNERS  CLUB

If you like tennis, then Winners Club 
is the perfect place to spend a sunny 
Saturday afternoon at. Located next 
to the skatepark, it offers 9 slag 
surface tennis fields and the possibility 
of renting a field by the hour or by 
subscription. The club also has a sports 
pavilion comprising lockers, sauna, a 
physical training hall for children and 
a restaurant with terrace. Professional 
coaches will guide you and offer you 
important playing tips!

ROUTE  3

EXTRA  
TIPS
63  P IEZ IȘĂ  STREET

imagine a crazy crowded steep street, 
bars and clubs all over and lots of noise 
and young people. Yes, this is the street 
you are not allowed to miss. Try a coffee 
at Booha Bar and enjoy the authentic 
college life in Cluj; 
64  M ID I  CLUB

The best rated club in the Eastern 
Europe (number 25 on dj magazine), 
known for the good-quality electronic 
music, from minimal to drum&bass. 
With a minimalist design, using an old 
bakery space, this club definitely has to 
be on your “to-do” list. 
65  THE  SHELTER

A place where young folks party up until 
8 am, attending live concerts (rock, 
alternative, indie) or themed parties 
(‘90s, rock’n’roll, disco etc).
66  NOA

Luxury and fashion fuse together with 
music to lure you into the nightlife of 
the city. The dynamic atmosphere of 
Club NOA - Nest Of Angels will surely 
provide you a unique and memorable 
experience.

67  LET ’S  COFFEE

Every week a different speciality 
coffee in store. Amazing craft on the 
manual pressure espresso machine La 
Marzzocco Strada. And a place to make 
new friends.
68  MERON 

Coffee lovers are in for a great 
experience with the delicious coffee 
from Meron, with its subtle flavors 
brought in from all over the world. A 
place that definitely has to be on your 
coffee map.

69  KLAUSEN B URGER 

One of the most rewarding views of the 
city comes along with good food and 
the home-made beer, on the roof on the 
Central Shopping Store. 
70  DONUTERIE  M EMO

If you’re in for a delicious treat 
Donuterie is the place to go wild. Their 
nuts and colorful donuts come in a great 
variety of flavors and textures. 

71  TU RNUL  PARAȘU TIȘT ILOR

Located on near the Belvedere Hotel, 
we recommend this spot particularly to 
parachute jumping lovers.
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